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Leen La Rivière has worked for 50 years in a broad creative field and 
for 45 years in various forms of leadership. Out of this came many 
creative initiatives, activities and publications.
In this book he takes you along a 360 degree scan of society. It is an 
eye opener that will  undoubtedly contribute towards new leadership. 
Each chapter has ‘homework’, for example reading another book or 
watching a film.
Because of his vast contributions to art and culture he was appointed  
Knight in the Order of Oranje-Nassau in 1999.

I am impressed by the sheer wealth of practical wisdom that appears in 
this course. The insights here accord with my experience. Dr Geoffrey 
Stevenson, lecturer in preaching, communication and media studies at New 
College, University of Edinburgh, Scotland  

This book has relevance for all walk of life in todays world. Paul Field, internationally known singer-song-
writer, UK

This book is challenging you to grow. Prof. Lans Bovenberg, leading economist and state advisor, the 
Netherlands

We need less managers and more leaders. This is revealed in this book. Jaap Smit, chairman CNV trade 
unions of The Netherlands

Real leadership is such needed quality to overcome periods of crisis. This book will make you think and act. 
Leo Pauwels, honorary chairman EZA, Germany

His concluding questions after each chapter are broad ranging, focused, appropriate and personal, calling the 
reader to serious self examination with respect to both motivation and leadership methodology. I believe this 
course could have profound influence on the emerging generation of leaders facing bewildering diversity of 
leadership theories, styles and motivations. John Smith, PHD, lector, speaker, Australia

I can really recommend this book. Joachim Herudek, former general secretary, Eza, Germany

Leen draws practical lessons he learned about leadership. The books points to a fresh Jesus way of leader-
ship, Jeff Fountain, the Schumann Centre for European Studies

Faith moves mountains, how true is that for inspired leadership. Ward Roofthooft, Professor of Marketing, 
Belgium

The creativity of this book is very stimulating, I can’t leave it alone, Rev.John Peck, philosopher, UK
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